My personal point of view: I. Object to Percept
The general setting: (in this case)
Objects comprising a scene Object has a local property X ("scientific" sense) Object & light (refl) -> distal stimulus Distal stim. & "channel" -> combine stimulus C Combine stim. & retina -> photoreceptor stimulus Photorec. stim. & neural proc -> visual percepts V I.e. C = f1(X, Θ1) , V = f2(C, Θ2) Θ1 = "external" parameters, Θ2 = "internal" Ideally, we would like to recover as much info about X as we need (?) with reasonable cost Thus, X useful only for the maximization of the probability of goal achievement Pg:
Find f2: max Pg over V, or anyway estimate of Pg I.e. tune "internal parameters" Θ2
Given X, what should V be?
The usual problem (underdetermined):
X not uniquely recoverable from C At least two solutions: (for f2) Use estimates of Θ2 from local or global info in a fixed way ("static" optimization for optimal recovery of X in an "absolute" sense, but is this really useful???) Let the system self-tune in all time scales! I.e. get empirical priors of X and Θ1, and adaptively tune Θ2 so that the recovered visual percept V will be maximally useful for your goals (I.e. will maximize Pg !) Biological realizability of the above? Dichotomies: low/high level, fixed/dynamic, tscale etc. What is "external reality"?
From an evolutionary, species-centric point of view, an organism or species-relative optimal estimate of reality might be defined as: (compare & re-explain "scientific" view) "The internalized model of the world that should ideally be constructed from the senses with reasonable cost in order to maximize the probability of goal achievement for the entity" Enough Philosophy! Time for their experiments… Experiment I: "Use of 3D geometry to alter apparent illumination" (apparent shadows) Experiment I Experiment I Results:
Average difference in perceived brightness of the diamonds when the dark surround and its diamonds were depicted in shadow and the light surround in light compared with reversed depiction was 124%. The only change used to elicit this marked difference in the perceived brightness of the equiluminant test diamonds is switching the position of the relevant faces of the cube from an apparently lighted region of the scene to a region in apparent shadow Possible objection:
Differences might still be related to contrast differences! (by repositioning the light surround next to the shadow etc.) Thus, let's try experiment II…
